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Abstract
Part of understanding the meaning and power of algorithms means asking
what new demands they might make of ethical frameworks, and how they
might be held accountable to ethical standards. I develop a definition of
networked information algorithms (NIAs) as assemblages of institutionally
situated code, practices, and norms with the power to create, sustain, and
signify relationships among people and data through minimally observable,
semiautonomous action. Starting from Merrill’s prompt to see ethics as the
study of ‘‘what we ought to do,’’ I examine ethical dimensions of contem-
porary NIAs. Specifically, in an effort to sketch an empirically grounded,
pragmatic ethics of algorithms, I trace an algorithmic assemblage’s power to
convene constituents, suggest actions based on perceived similarity and
probability, and govern the timing and timeframes of ethical action.
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What new approach to media ethics might algorithms require? In compar-

ison to concerns over how to produce or circulate media ethically, train ethi-

cal media professionals, or ethically regulating media industries, what

might it mean to take an algorithmic assemblage—a mix of computational

code, design assumptions, institutional contexts, folk theories, user mod-

els—with semiautonomous agency as a unit of ethical analysis?

This essay is an attempt to define a networked information algorithm

(NIA) and suggest three dimensions for scrutinizing its ethics: the ability

to convene people by inferring associations from computational data, the

power to judge similarity and suggest probable actions, and the capacity

to organize time and influence when action happens. I argue that such a

framework might give starting points for holding algorithmic assemblages

accountable and develop this argument through critical readings of NIAs in

contemporary journalism, online commerce, security and policing, and

social media.

Three Approaches to the Intersection of Information
Technology and Ethics

Most basically, ethics is ‘‘the study of what we ought to do’’ (Merrill 2011,

3) and is usually divided into three subareas. The first, associated with

Kant’s ([1785]2002) call for categorically guided action through reason,

is a deontological approach: a fixed set of duties, rules, and policies define

actions as ethical. Break these rules and you have behaved unethically. The

second, associated with the utilitarian philosophies of Jeremy Bentham and

John Stuart Mill and related to the American school of pragmatism, is a

teleological approach focused on the consequences. Ethics should help peo-

ple choose ‘‘the action that will bring the most good to the party the actor

deems most important’’ (Merrill 2011, 11). Finally, the virtue model of

ethics (Hursthouse 1999) is unconcerned with duties or consequence, focus-

ing instead on the subjective, idiosyncratic and seemingly nonrational

impulses that influence people in the absence of clear rules and conse-

quences. It is ‘‘more spontaneous’’ and ‘‘motivated by instinct or a spiri-

tually motivated will’’ (Merrill 2011, 12).
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These frameworks have rough parallels to dominant ways of understand-

ing the ethical dimensions of technologies. The first, rooted in policies and

regulations, attempts to codify the ethical development and use of technol-

ogies, creating standards for punishing errors, teaching best practices, and

preventing future failures. For example, the rapid proliferation of intercon-

tinental ballistics spurred the Computer Professionals for Social Responsi-

bility group to create a ‘‘Ten Commandments of Computer Ethics’’

(Computer Ethics Institute 2011) for engineers to ethically develop and use

computational weapons systems. Such codes have become the key tech-

niques for teaching engineering students how to ethically build and use

semiautonomous cybernetic systems, decision support technologies

(Cummings 2006), and robotic ‘‘artificial moral agents’’ (Wallach and

Allen 2008).

Instead of applying ethical rules to technologies, a second approach tries

to anticipate ethical concerns raised by technological innovation. For exam-

ple, bioethics emerged as a field largely because new technologies were

introduced ‘‘with great hopes but little forethought’’ into a world in which

‘‘physicians had almost total control of information and decision-making

power’’ (Levine 2007, 7). It was impossible to apply the existing ethical fra-

meworks because new technologies were fundamentally reconfiguring rela-

tionships among doctors, nurses, technicians, patients, and families; new

questions about risk, health, life, and death stretched beyond the scope of

the existing ethical framework. Similarly, the definition of ethical journal-

ism as the disinterested pursuit of neutral facts for broad consumption

emerged, in part, from sociotechnical innovations. The telegraph made it

possible to think of stories as the transmission of ‘‘pure’’ information for

rational consumption (Carey 1989), and mass-scale advertising and distri-

bution regimes rewarded risk-averse newspapers that appealed to the widest

possible array of audience preferences (Schudson 1978). Technologies and

economics thus created a journalistic objectivity that outstripped the profes-

sion’s existing professional frameworks (Schiller 1979), showing of any

era’s definition of ethical journalism always reflects rapidly coevolving

press tools and practices.

The third approach focuses on the values and beliefs of technologists

themselves. Grounded in the claim that artifacts with ‘‘political qualities’’

(Winner 1986, 20) give certain people, ideas, and events more visibility and

power than others, it asks how ‘‘designers and producers include values,

purposively, in the set of criteria by which the excellence’’ of their artifacts

are judged (Flanagan, Howe, and Nissenbaum 2008, 322). Such approaches

trace the clues that designers leave about their own ethical standards in
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everything from web browser cookie management systems, workplace

plasma displays, and urban simulation software (Friedman, Kahn, and

Borning 2006).

Such standards are not explicit in official codes of conduct but exist at

the level of individual, seemingly idiosyncratic practice. They emerge

informally as designers create systems with ‘‘value levers’’ (Shilton

2012) that users can use to enact what designers see as acceptable and desir-

able applications. Akin to the ‘‘virtue approach,’’ this approach takes the

designer and his or her context as the primary units of analysis, tracing how

ethics emerges not from formal standards or broad institutional patterns, but

from a technologist’s own values and choices.

In reality, technology ethics emerges from a mix of institutionalized

codes, professional cultures, technological capabilities, social practices, and

individual decision making. Indeed, ethical inquiry in any domain is not a

test to be passed or a culture to be interrogated but a complex social and

cultural achievement (Christians et al. 2009). It entails anticipating how the

intersecting dynamics of a sociotechnical system—design, interpretation,

use, deployment, value—‘‘matter’’ for the future (Marres 2007)—and figur-

ing out how to hold these intersections accountable in light of an ethical

framework.

Media ethics usually frames accountability in terms of two questions:

‘‘accountable for what?’’ and ‘‘accountable to whom?’’ (Glasser 1989,

179), but these questions are usually asked of mature media systems

(McQuail 2003)—technologies, institutions, and professions that are rela-

tively stable and understood well enough to describe how they behave and

how they should be regulated. There may be little consensus on how exactly

to hold newspaper, television, radio, or cable television industries accoun-

table, but their form, power, meaning, and genres are understood clearly

enough to debate with some clarity which standards and people should hold

them accountable.

But when technologies and media systems like algorithms are new—

before the ‘‘wider social-cultural milieu’’ has prevented them from hav-

ing ‘‘more than one interpretation’’ (Pinch and Bijker 1984, 409)—they

need ethical critiques that keep flexible and contestable their fundamental

forms, power, and meanings. Before ‘‘social interactions between and

within relevant social groups’’ have made systems ‘‘less and less ambig-

uous’’ (Bijker 1995, 270-71) and harder to reinterpret, there is an oppor-

tunity to intervene and influence their ethics. If what they are or might be

can be placed clearly and creatively in terms of an ethical framework, we

may discover new ways of holding them accountable before forces of
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‘‘closure and stabilization’’ (p. 279) limit debate about how they work

and what they mean.

Defining NIAs

Computer science defines an algorithm as a ‘‘description of the method by

which a task is to be accomplished’’ (Goffey 2008, 15). Rendered in any

programming language and judged according to how quickly and reliably

they transform known inputs into desired outcomes, algorithms are generic

solutions for well-defined problems. They are the clearest evidence of com-

putation’s power to be ‘‘a positivistic dominant of reductive, systemic effi-

ciency and expediency’’ (Galloway 2011, 100).

But this computational definition belies algorithms’ sociological and

normative features, for example, their power to:

� sort and rank the social web, signaling search quality (Mager 2012) and

organizing online communities (Bucher 2012);

� spur commercial activity and direct flows of online capital (Webster

2010);

� organize people into audiences (C. W. Anderson 2011) while automat-

ically creating (Carlson 2015), recommending (Beam 2014), and read-

ing news (Kleinnijenhuis et al. 2013) with little human oversight

(Diakopoulos 2015);

� optimize international online labor markets (Kushner 2013);

� create ‘‘cyborg finance’’ (Lin 2013) systems that operate faster than

human comprehension (Arnuk and Saluzzi 2012);

� direct military drones to target locations before requesting firing author-

ity from human operators (Calo 2015).

I use the term ‘‘networked information algorithm’’ for two reasons: to

distinguish the object of study in this article from computer science’s purely

mathematical, mechanistic focus and to make it possible to consider the

ethics of the sociotechnical relationships producing, interpreting, and rely-

ing upon the formation processed by computational algorithms. The aim is

to describe a unit of ethical analysis—a target for media accountability—

that is not a code or a human action on code but, rather, an intersection

of technologies and people that makes some associations, similarities, and

actions more likely than others.

Algorithms ‘‘govern’’ because they have the power to structure possibi-

lities. They define which information is to be included in an analysis; they
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envision, plan for, and execute data transformations; they deliver results

with a kind of detachment, objectivity, and certainty; they act as filters and

mirrors, selecting and reflecting information that make sense within an

algorithm’s computational logic and the human cultures that created that

logic Gillespie (2014). Algorithms do not simply accelerate commerce,

journalism, finance, or other domains—they are a discourse and culture

of knowledge that is simultaneously social and technological, structuring

how information is produced, surfaced, made sense of, seen as legitimate,

and ascribed public significance (Beer 2009; Bucher 2012; Striphas 2015).

Various types of resistance and dissent are emerging in response to such

power. Some criticize the intellectual property and professional norms that

keep algorithms private and call for transparent code (Diakopoulos 2015;

Pasquale 2011). Others challenge algorithms as unconstitutional when they

make ‘‘editorial decisions that are neither obvious nor communicated to the

reader’’ (chilling speech) or ‘‘single out speakers’’ without their consent

(invading privacy; Benjamin 2013, 1446). Others suggest hiding from algo-

rithms by de-indexing files from search engine crawlers or using anon-

ymous currencies like bitcoin (Maurer, Nelms, and Swartz 2013). Others

audit them to derive their inner workings (Sandvig et al. 2014) or purpose-

fully give ‘‘misleading, false, or ambiguous data with the intention of con-

fusing’’ algorithms (Brunton and Nissenbaum 2011, np).

Part of the challenge of critiquing and resisting algorithms is locating

them in the first place. Like infrastructure (Star and Ruhleder 1996), algo-

rithms are embedded within the sociotechnical structures; they are shaped

by communities of practice, embodied in standards, and most visible when

they fail. But, distinct from infrastructure, the relevance, quality, and stabi-

lity of algorithms depend upon end users. Machine learning algorithms need

a great deal of data before they are useful or reliable, social network algo-

rithms require a significant number of nodes before they are able to describe

or influence an online community, and recommendation and prediction

algorithms observe data flows for long periods of time before they create

useful forecasts. It matters little if the ‘‘black boxes’’ of algorithm code

(Pinch and Bijker 1984) are opened or comprehensible since they only

become ethically significant in relation to others.

Understanding how algorithmic ethics is relationally achieved can be

helped by applying frameworks designed to trace networks of sociotechni-

cal power. Latour (2005) traces how humans and nonhumans together cre-

ate and stabilize controversies, produce knowledge and associations, and

surface ethical tensions. Similarly, ‘‘neo-institutional’’ studies of organiza-

tional technologies (Orlikowski 2010) show how ‘‘loosely coupled arrays of
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standardized elements’’ (DiMaggio and Powell 1991, 14)—individuals,

laws, norms, professional ideals, economic priorities—combine to make

technologies that a network sees as workable or socially acceptable (or not).

Napoli (2014) goes so far as to define algorithms as institutions because of

their power to structure behavior, influence preferences, guide consump-

tion, produce content, signal quality, and sway commodification.

With these relationships in mind, I define an NIA as an assemblage

(DeLanda 2006; Latour 2005) of institutionally situated computational

code, human practices, and normative logics that creates, sustains, and sig-

nifies relationships among people and data through minimally observable,

semiautonomous action. Although code, practices, and norms may be

observed individually in other contexts, their full ‘‘meaning and force . . .
can only be understood in terms of relations with other modular units’’

(Chadwick 2013, 63). For example, Google News’ results differ as the page

rank algorithm changes, as it is personalized for different individual user

profiles, and as Google judges some different news as more worthy of

indexing than others. It makes more sense to talk about the ethics of a par-

ticular Google News assemblage than the ethics of its algorithm.

Studying the ethics of such assemblages entails not just reading black

boxes of code for values (Steen 2014) but also criticizing assemblages

‘‘in ways that might serve the ends of freedom and justice’’ (Winner

1993, 374-76). Such an ethics ignores the unanswerable question of whether

code is biased or not (Edelman 2011) and instead asks whether different

assemblages ‘‘help us get into satisfactory relation with other parts of our

experience’’ (James 1997, 100). The crux of this ethics, of course, rests

upon a rich and diverse debate about what ‘‘satisfactory relation’’ means

and assemblages create the conditions under which an algorithm might be

seen as ‘‘wrong’’ (Gillespie 2012). This pragmatic focus answers Latour’s

(2004) call for studies of science and technology to move beyond ‘‘matters

of fact’’—deconstructing and explaining sociotechnical systems—to ‘‘mat-

ters of concern.’’

Critiquing NIAs

In identifying the matters of algorithm concern, my approach breaks down

Merrill’s claim—that ethics is the study of ‘‘what we ought to do’’—into

constituent concepts that can be traced across algorithmic assemblages.

This critique is not intended as a comprehensive account of algorithmic

ethics—other ethical claims could be operationalized and other assemblage

dimensions could be analyzed—but it attempts to move toward a model of
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algorithm ethics by asking when, how, and for whom NIAs work. Specifi-

cally, how do NIAs convene a ‘‘we’’ (a collective of ethical concern)? How

do algorithms encode chance and certainty, suggesting what should proba-

bly happen (the likely set of influences and outcomes needing ethical cri-

tique)? And how does an assemblage’s construction of timing and

timeliness influence when action is taken (creating timeframes over which

ethical concerns can play out)?

Convening Constituents by Algorithmically Inferring Associations

Publics emerge when technologies create associations by aggregating peo-

ple. ‘‘Who is inside and outside, who may speak, who may not, and who has

authority and may be believed’’ (Marvin 1990, 4) depend on communica-

tion technologies that see some people as like or unlike others, despite var-

iations the technologies cannot capture. Maps, newspapers, museums, and

censuses help people see themselves as part of a common group, eliding dif-

ferences and excluding those not represented in these media (B. Anderson

1983). Opinion polls and market surveys collapse contentious disagree-

ments or subtle variations into binaries and predefined categories that

underpin political action (Herbst 1995) and create commercial markets (Igo

2007). Such technologies efficiently align interests and enable a type of col-

lective action—but they also have the power to artificially limit a group’s

size (Dahl and Tufte 1973), ‘‘compel’’ association where none is chosen

(Rosenblum 2000), and aggregate people into groups without their consent

(Salmon and Glasser 1995).

NIAs exercise this aggregative power by semiautonomously sorting

data into categories and drawing inferences, through surveillance infra-

structures that most people never encounter directly (McKelvey 2014).

For example:

� The National Security Agency (NSA) uses cell GPS data to infer indi-

vidual locations and relationships (Soltani and Gellman 2013) and Goo-

gle’s Advertising algorithmically labels people as potential terrorists

(Soltani, Peterson, and Gellman 2013).

� Analyzing Facebook data, researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology observed that ‘‘the percentage of a given user’s friends who

self-identify as gay male is strongly correlated with the sexual orienta-

tion of that user’’ (Jernigan and Mistree 2009, np), algorithmically infer-

ring unrevealed orientations.
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� Analyzing phone metadata of a relatively small population, Mayer and

Mutchler (2014) correctly inferred caller identities, relationships, occu-

pations, medical conditions, religious affiliations, and political beliefs.

� An ethically controversial study automatically filtered Facebook users’

content to be ‘‘positive’’ or ‘‘negative’’ to show that the emotional con-

tent of people’s subsequent posts could be algorithmically influenced

(Kramer, Guillory, and Hancock 2014).

� Computer scientists recently produced ‘‘images that are completely

unrecognizable to humans, but that state-of-the art [deep neural net-

works] believe to be recognizable objects with 99.99% confidence’’

(Nguyen, Yosinski, and Clune 2014, 1).

Each of these examples entails algorithms deriving categories and creat-

ing associations by sensing and combining aspects of the world they have

been programmed to see (Cheney-Lippold 2011). People who fail to leave

data that can be categorized are effectively invisible to the database and

algorithm (Lerman 2013), but those who leave few traces can still be cate-

gorized: reliable pattern-matching often does not require ‘‘big data’’ but

small amounts of densely connected metadata that an algorithm is pro-

grammed to see as related.

A deontological critique would ask how much such algorithmic samples

look like broader demographic categories: Does Twitter’s distributions of

genders and ethnicities match those of the United States? How do Face-

book’s 1 billion-plus users align with global population patterns? Do

high-frequency trading algorithms simply speed up the transactions people

would have made anyway? A teleological critique of algorithmic convening

is rooted in pragmatism. It asks whether the algorithms of Facebook, Twit-

ter, the NSA, or high-frequency trading produce ‘‘satisfactory relations with

other parts of our experience’’ (James 1997, 100) without worrying whether

algorithms recreate the existing demographic patterns. A virtue-based cri-

tique of convening would ask how designers think people should be aggre-

gated, what comparison and association they build into their designs, and

how audiences interpret the associations algorithms present them. Deonto-

logically acceptable NIAs correspond with how standards outside the

assemblage have already sorted the world, teleologically acceptable NIAs

produce associations that people see as efficacious, and acceptable virtue-

based algorithms align with designers and users’ local, idiosyncratic hopes

for and expectations of the world.

Algorithmic convening thus poses a complex ethical challenge. It is dif-

ficult to criticize algorithmic convening on deontological grounds because
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the inner workings of algorithms are proprietary and thus hard to compare to

other types of associational technologies (like the census or opinion polls).

It is difficult to criticize algorithmic convening on teleological grounds

since the effects of a single assemblage are not universally distributed—dif-

ferent people experience different algorithmic assemblages differently.

Finally, it is difficult to criticize the virtue of algorithmic convening

because we can usually only evaluate what algorithms produce, with little

insight into the dynamics of the cultures that created them. Most insights we

have into the priorities, values, and compromises that determine how an

algorithm convenes groups come from corporate self-reporting (Facebook

2013; Google n.d.), post hoc analyses (Bucher 2012), auditing (Sandvig

et al. 2014), or reverse engineering (Seaver 2014).

An ethical critique of an algorithmic assemblage that convenes people

could be multidimensional, analyzing how well its aggregates adhere to

external standards, how its affiliations are interpreted and deployed, and

what kind of assumptions and values underpin the cultures that create such

associational technologies.

Governing Action by Judging the Probability of Similarity

The second aspect of understanding how NIAs govern ‘‘what we ought to

do’’ rests upon understanding how they judge similarity and probability.

How closely and confidently do they see a situation resembling a previ-

ous one?

Recommendations based on probable similarity raise ethical concerns

because when unobservable and seemingly objective computational logics

equate two or more instances, people see ‘‘resemblances between certain

acts’’ as ‘‘completely natural and self-evident.’’ This makes it harder for

them to recognize ‘‘genuine differences,’’ generate alternatives, defend

unsuggested actions, or argue for exceptions to similarity (Hofstadter and

Sander 2013, 10). Many search algorithms organize their outputs by rele-

vance, but the ethical provenance or significance of such judgments is often

unclear. For example, Facebook can help ‘‘lenders discriminate against cer-

tain borrowers based on the borrower’s social network connections’’

(Sullivan 2015) and online advertisers can use racial stereotypes to create

targeted ads (Sweeney 2013)—but to criticize or resist such predictions

means understanding how algorithms create and associate categories like

‘‘friends with,’’ ‘‘credit risk,’’ ‘‘black-identifying names.’’

Categories give people ‘‘the feeling of understanding a situation,’’ help-

ing them ‘‘to draw conclusions and to guess about how a situation is likely
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to evolve’’ (Hofstadter and Sander 2013, 14-15). They are shared impres-

sions of the world and shortcuts that reduce the risk of misinterpreting new

data or situations. But categories are also evidence of the power to strip

‘‘away the contingencies of an object’s creation,’’ to put ‘‘the thing that

does not fit into one bin or another . . . into a ‘residual’ category’’ that sig-

nals marginality, impurity, or an outlier accident (Bowker and Star 1999,

299-300). Algorithmic categories raise ethical concerns to the extent that

they signal certainty, discourage alternative explorations, and create coher-

ence among disparate objects—categorically narrowing the set of socially

acceptable answers to the question of what ought to be done. Consider the

following examples:

� Google’s Autocomplete (Garber 2013) algorithm finishes people’s

search queries by comparing them to content and people it sees as sim-

ilar, reinforcing cultural stereotypes (Baker and Potts 2013) and dis-

suading people from unpopular searches (Gannes 2013).

� Facebook algorithms track users across the web, watching what they

click on, read, share, and comment on to create a personal preference

history that organizes Facebook’s News Feed and suggests actions

(Gerlitz and Helmond 2013). It recommends purchases it sees as similar

to users’ profiles and suggests news it sees as consistent with past

reading behavior (Nielsen and Schrøderb 2014).

� Amazon.com product recommendations are primarily based on

how similar an item is to those that others have purchased, rated,

or viewed (Linden, Smith, and York 2003). This ‘‘item-to-item’’

approach makes it easy to make recommendations to customers who

have purchased little, overcoming the lack of ‘‘transactional data’’

(Beer and Burrows 2013) to suggest purchases consistent with

similarities among products. Recommendations for what ought to

be purchased come not from the similarities among people or con-

sistency with past behavior but from categorical resemblances

among objects.

These examples raise ethical concerns because each case—recommend-

ing a search, standardizing a user’s online behaviors, and suggesting a pur-

chase—involves unseen, categorical, computational judgments about which

searches, articles, or purchases should probably come next. Users are not

offered limitless options but are, in fact, given a narrowly construed set that

comes from successfully fitting other people, past actions, and inanimate

objects into categories—using categories to discipline action.
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Such algorithmic assemblages are simply the latest version of computa-

tional systems disciplining users within a narrow set of actions the computer

expects (Suchman 1994). Efficient and scalable systems require stable cate-

gories of people who have learned to say certain words, click certain

sequences, and move in predictable ways. This is the ethical power of algo-

rithms: to create a disciplined network of humans and machines that resem-

bles and recreates probabilities, making the set of possible outcomes the

model anticipates likely and reasonable (Mackenzie 2015). Efficient—but

not necessarily ethical—algorithmic assemblages use such probabilities to

suggest what ought to be done.

Such similarity systems can fail and be resisted, though. Targeted adver-

tisements, for example, made people ‘‘uncomfortable if [they] seemed to

know too much of their past behavior’’ but were acceptable again if they

‘‘perfectly aligned’’ people’s interests (Wohn and Sarkar 2014, 577). The

discomfort with such ‘‘uncanny valleys’’ (Mori 1970) of similarity may not

only be the evidence of failed algorithms but starting points for investigat-

ing the ethical limits of similarity. That is, algorithms that produce results

judged as too similar—or the ‘‘wrong’’ kind of similar—may represent

moments when people find algorithms’ ends, means, or values as too incon-

sistent with personal codes, too unhelpful for navigating social relation-

ships, or too misaligned with their ethical idiosyncrasies. For example,

my Facebook connections may indeed reliably predict my credit risk, but

the algorithm driving this prediction may be ethically dubious if it simply

accepts similarities between social connections and financial behaviors

without seeing structural racism and socioeconomic discrimination as med-

iators—judgments, categories, and similarities that may be hard to compu-

tationally encode.

The ethics of a probabilistic system cannot only be judged by ‘‘the

degree of belief warranted by evidence’’ it provides (how much it can be

trusted) or its ability to ‘‘produce stable relative frequencies’’ (how often

it should be trusted; Hacking 2006, 1). What is also required is a sensitivity

to the categories it uses and a sufficiently creative imagination able to envi-

sion other, better types of similarity that might produce more ‘‘satisfactory

relations with other parts of our experience’’ (James 1997, 100).

Setting Deadlines and Governing Rhythms

Algorithmic assemblages can also suggest when action should be taken, but

such suggestions depend on how quickly and confidently an assemblage

produces results with an acceptable risk of error. Computer scientists use
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‘‘big-O’’ notation to indicate ‘‘whether a given algorithm will be able to run

in a reasonable amount of time on a problem of a given size,’’ suggesting

how much error might be tolerated at any moment in the algorithm’s oper-

ation (Skiena 1998, 16).1 Such notation is a shared language for analyzing

the temporal dynamics of code, a way to quantify the risk of interrupting an

algorithm. If slow and fast algorithms are stopped after the same amount of

time, the slow algorithm may have produced more error-prone results than

the fast algorithm (because its conclusion is based on fewer pieces of data),

or it may have produced less error-prone results (because it has more con-

fidence in the answers it did have time to give). If you know how a code

works, you can calculate the probability that an algorithm’s results are cor-

rect at any point in time.

It is harder, though, to time an assemblage’s results—to understand how

long a mix of code, people, practices, and norms requires to produce mean-

ingful, trustworthy results. For example:

� Twitter’s ‘‘Trends’’ algorithm ‘‘identifies topics that are immediately

popular, rather than topics that have been popular for a while or on a

daily basis’’ (Twitter 2014). A small number of users who frequently

tweet is responsible for most of these trends (Asur et al. 2011) and Twit-

ter staff sometime intervene to hand-curate trends (Gillespie 2012). A

trend’s ethical significance—how its patterns might suggest action at

any particular moment—depends on momentary confidence in the

trend, on actors’ power to interrupt the algorithm, freeze its results, act

on answers, or wait for more data. The Twitter assemblage’s preference

for immediacy (sensitivity to frequent tweeters, the code’s design, staff

interventions) makes it less useful for taking action supported by longer-

term views.

� News organizations frequently use algorithms to list the ‘‘most

e-mailed’’ or ‘‘most read’’ articles on their websites. But, unlike the

rhythms that have traditionally organized news publishing (morning and

evening newspapers, six-o’clock newscasts; Schudson 1986), the

actions of distributed users determine which list items persist or decay.

The rhythms that produce clicks, forwards, tweets, likes, and posts from

other parts of the web are beyond the control of news organizations and

susceptible to third-party algorithms that surface stories (e.g., Twitter

trends, Facebook News Feed, Google News), making it impossible to

reassemble an online audience (Lehmann et al. 2013). If networked

news organizations earn their democratic legitimacy, in part, from con-

vening and sustaining conversations with distributed audiences, they
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have an ethical imperative to break news, update audiences, issue cor-

rections, and give a historical context. But implementing this imperative

depends upon an algorithmic assemblage of networked news time: peo-

ple, code, practices, and norms extending far beyond the newsroom that

create the networked press’s rhythms and timeliness.

� Algorithms can also anticipate future actions. Police departments in Los

Angeles (Berg 2014) and New York use ‘‘predictive policing’’ algo-

rithms to combine historical crime data with real-time, geo-located

tweets, deploying officers ‘‘where and when crime is most likely to

occur’’ (Morrison 2014). And Pennsylvania is considering allowing

judges to use statistical estimates of future offenses to determine an

inmate’s current sentence—punishing them not only for crimes they

have committed but crimes that algorithms think they might commit

(Barry-Jester, Casselman, and Goldstein 2015). Algorithmic ethics

resemble actuarial ethics: a prediction’s legitimacy is based not only

on the probable correctness of a current calculation but on the risk of

applying that calculation in the future. If ‘‘risk is a product of human

imaginations disciplined and conditioned by an awareness of the past’’

(Jasanoff 2010, 15), predictive algorithms are a key element of disci-

plining and conditioning ethical imagination—of envisioning what

might or ought to be done.

� Algorithms can also influence memory. The Internet Archive (2001)

lets sites opt out of its index by including the following lines of code

in its webserver’s ‘‘robot.txt’’ file:

User-agent: ia_archiver

Disallow: /

� The Washington Post (2014) uses this code to prevent the archive from

indexing its site, while the New York Times (2014) uses similar code to

prevent the Associated Press and Reuters from archiving its site. Even

without these blocks, Thelwall and Vaughan (2004) show how the Inter-

net Archive algorithmically narrows its own archive: since its crawler

algorithm privileges sites that already have links to them, countries with

less densely linked websites can fail to appear in the archive altogether.

Similarly, researchers collecting tweets using Twitter’s own Applica-

tion Programming Interface report having incomplete data sets com-

pared to accessing the full archive through the Twitter’s exclusive

data ‘‘firehose’’ (Driscoll and Walker 2014)—the same moment can
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be remembered differently depending on the sampling algorithm used.

If data-based decisions about what should happen are to align with—or

purposefully differ from—records of what has happened, then we need

to understand how algorithms organize the past and thus influence

memories.

Unlike algorithmic convening (when algorithms construct the ‘‘we’’) or

algorithmic similarity (when algorithms create the space of probable

action), algorithmic timing entails prediction, interruption, and anchor-

ing—using algorithms to suggest when an event will likely happen, the rel-

evant time frames, the memories to recall. What does it mean if public

attention assembled by an algorithm appears only briefly and dissipates

before it can be understood? If public attention no longer exists, does it need

to be accounted for? If there is no record of public attention, how can it be

recreated or prevented from reoccurring? Since Google Search, Facebook

News Feed, and Twitter Trends continually change their algorithms without

public oversight, which versions of an assemblage should be held responsi-

ble for ethically questionable outcomes?

Answering these questions requires seeing how algorithmic assemblages

create what Durkhein called a consensus on ‘‘temporal orientation’’’

(Durkheim [1912] 1954, 440). Consensus is not necessarily agreement but,

rather, the product of forces battling to mark time, to define stops and starts,

to make interruptions, to say that enough is known to act. For example,

understanding contemporary, networked ‘‘news time’’ means tracing how

the power to structure time is distributed among news organizations, social

media companies, and their respective practices, code, actors, and norms.

Part of holding the media ethically accountable for its organization of peo-

ple’s time and attention means appreciating how algorithmic assemblages

order events, suggest causes, orient attention, recall memories so that some

actions might be taken over others, some consequences secured and others

avoided. (Dewey 1954, 12)

Conclusion

Starting from an admittedly simplistic notion of ethics as ‘‘the study

of what we ought to do,’’ my aim has been to sketch an ethics of NIAs.

Specifically, how algorithms convene a ‘‘we,’’ judge similarity, and

create time—all in order to suggest which actions are likely to happen,

and when.
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My definition of NIAs as assemblages of institutionally situated code,

human practices, and normative logics may seem overly broad, but it is

intended to narrow the empirical study of algorithmic ethics to the linkages

among empirical sites. I unpacked the simple definition of ethics as ‘‘the

study of what we ought to do’’ into its conceptual constituents—convening,

probability, time—to create concepts that can only be fully appreciated in

relationships among algorithmic code, practices, and norms. The assem-

blages governing the question of ‘‘what we ought to do’’ might, therefore,

be seen as a three-by-three matrix of concepts (convening, probability,

time) and actants (code, practices, norms)—potential actions and their ethi-

cal significance exist at this matrix’s intersections. To be sure, the concepts

and actants might change or be reformulated in response to different ethical

theories and new empirical contexts. The framework offered here is meant

only as a step toward analyzing the empirical and normative dynamics at

play in NIAs.

Such frameworks are urgently required because media are increasingly

susceptible to algorithmic assemblages. Algorithms are created by profes-

sionals with shifting boundaries (software designers move among social

media, ecommerce, and networked news platforms), algorithmic technolo-

gies have unpredictable outcomes (outputs cannot be understood by any sin-

gle programmer or controlled by any one organization), and algorithmic

ecosystems are increasingly personalized (media reaches consumers

through myriad and opaque rules and values). The existing approaches to

media accountability that assume stable technologies and clear questions

are outstripped by the dynamic and contested nature of algorithmic assem-

blages. Some see accountability existing as code transparency, others seek

state regulation of companies with algorithmic monopolies, and others aim

to build algorithmic literacy among end users. Each unit of analysis is

important but considering the ethics of each on isolation misses appreciat-

ing the full power of algorithmic assemblages.

Unlike other media technologies whose ethical dynamics might be eval-

uated when they are designed, deployed, or interpreted, NIAs and their ethi-

cal dimensions are moving targets. A purely deontological approach might

be applied to the entire assemblage—asking whether its rules and policies

adhere to ethical principles—but it may be difficult to trace which parts

of an assemblage adhere to or deviate from deontological guidelines. A

strictly teleological approach focused on ends and consequences may be the

most effective for large-scale, complex assemblages, but it begs questions

about who is inside or outside of an assemblage—who is the maker and who

is its target when algorithms dynamically adapt to the users they encounter?
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Should users be held partly accountable for an algorithm’s output if they

knowingly provided it with data? A virtue model seems promising since

it questions the seemingly idiosyncratic sociotechnical dynamics of assem-

blages—seeing each as a particular ethical arrangement—but this approach

is difficult to scale in the context of fast-moving, algorithmic assemblages

with myriad, unseen code, actors, and norms. A combination of all three

approaches is likely needed.

My aim has been to show that even though algorithms are unstable

objects of study, their ethics might still be investigated systematically by

redescribing an ethical framework in terms of traceable, operationalized

concepts and then looking for evidence of such concepts among the ele-

ments of algorithmic assemblages. This approach does not require—but nor

does it eschew—code transparency. Seeing inside a black box is sometimes

necessary, but never sufficient, for holding an algorithmic assemblage

accountable. Rather, this framework focuses on the pragmatic question of

how an entire assemblage acts. Its code may be transparent, its designers

may have good intentions, and its institution may be well regulated, but

an algorithmic assemblage might only be considered ethical if some com-

bination of its means, ends, and virtues helps ‘‘us get into satisfactory rela-

tion with other parts of our experience’’ (James 1997, 100).

While this might seem like a hedge or ethical relativism—what does

‘‘satisfactory’’ mean, which parts, and are all experiences to be considered

equally valid?—this approach is meant to connect the lived, relational

dynamics of algorithmic assemblages (code, practices, norms) to an opera-

tionalized conception of ethics (convening, probability, time) so that any

approach to accountability might answer the question: how are groups,

similarities, and time lines governed by algorithmic assemblages creating

(un)satisfactory relations? This is an argument against equating the ethics

of algorithmic assemblages with the transparency of algorithmic code—

an argument for a more expansive model of algorithmic ethics, taking up

Dewey’s (1891, 196) observation that ‘‘to do truly is to regard the whole

situation as far as one sees it, and to see it as far as one can.’’
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Note

1. For example, if the time, T, an algorithm requires to work on a data set of size n is

2n, then the time required to complete the algorithm increases linearly with the

size of the data set (the algorithm is said to have linear big-O time, written as

T(n)¼O(n)).
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